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icons in images, such as the QBIC project [9.], the Virage
search engine [ 1 1 .I; (2) by size and location of the image
Quadtree [4.], and
icons, such like R-tree [ I .I, R*-tree [6.],
Mou’s [13.]; (3) by relative position of the icons, such like
[2.]
and
its
variants
the
2-D
Strings
[3..7..S.,lO.,12.,15.,16.,17.].
The third is very suitable for
those applications that do not care the acute coordinates of
icon objects. For example, ‘find all images which icon A
locates at the left side and icon B locates at the right’.

Abstract
Spatial relation model is important technique f o r iniage
indexing arid retrieval in iniage or niultiniedia databases.
2 - 0 strings and its variants are proposed to s~rpportthe
representation of spatial relationship. I n this paper, a new
spatial knowledge representarion model rianied “Tvi.0
Diniension Begin-End boundan string”(2D BE-string) is
proposed. The 2 0 BE-string represents on icon by its MBR
boundaries. By applying a nuniber of “duniniy objects”,
the 2 0 BE-string can intuitively atid tiat~rrallyrepresent
the pictorial spatial iriforniatiori withoirt any spatial
operator. In addition, an image siniilarity evaluation
method based on the modified “Longest Common
Subseq~ierice” (LCS) algorithm is presented. By the
proposed evaliiation method, not only those iniages \c.hicli
all of the icons and their spatial relatiorishipsfitll~accord
with the q u e n image can be sfted out, birr also f o r those
iniages which partial of icons widor spatial relationships
are similar with the q u e n iniage. It resolves the problenis
hat the qrren targets andor spatial relationships are not
certain. Our representation model arid siniilarih
evaluation also simply the retrieval progress of linear
transforniations, include rotation arid reflection, of on
image. ’

In this paper, we propose a new spatial knowledge
representation model named “Two Dimension Begin-End
boundary string”(2D BE-string). The 2D BE-string does
not need to cut any image’s icons because i t straightly
represents an icon by its MBR (Minimum bounding
rectangle) boundaries. And by applying a number of
“dummy objects”, the 2D Bestring can intuitively and
naturally represent the pictorial spatial information without
any spatial operators. An algorithm is also introduced,
which takes O(n) space complexity in the best and worst
case, to build an image database using the model we
proposed.
In addition, we also propose an image similarity
evaluation method based on the modified “Longest
Common Subsequence”(LCS) algorithm [5.]. By our
evaluation method, not only those images which all of the
icons and their spatial relationships fully accord with the
query image can be sifted out, but also for those images
which partial of icons and/or spatial relationships are
similar with the query image. It resolves the problems that
the query targets andor spatial relationships are not
certain. The modified LCS algorithm takes O(mn) space
and time complexity, while ni and n are the number of
icons in a query image and a database image, respectively.
It is more simply to retrieve the linear transformations of
an image represented by 2D &-string.
The
transformations include 90, 180, 270 degrees clockwise
rotations and the reflections on x- or y-axis.

Keyword: iniage retrieval, iniage database, spatial
knowledge, spatial reasoning, similarity
retrieval, 2 - 0 Strings, LCS algorithm, 2 0
Bestring

1. Introduction
In pictorial spatial application systems, it is very important
to abstract the information existed in original images. For
examples, how the image icons and their characteristics
were recognized, how the symbolic image was encoded
and constructed, how to index and retrieve these images,
how to evaluate their similarity corresponding to a query
image, . . . etc. All of these are very important issues in the
information retrieval andor content-based retrieval.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 reviews the approaches of 2-D Strings and its
variants. In section 3, we propose a new spatial knowledge
representation model, called 2D BE-string, as well as an
algorithm to construct a symbolic picture using 2D
BE-string. A similarity retrieval algorithm, modified from

There are three basic types for image indexing and
retrieval: (1) by features, e.g. color, texture, shape, of the
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versus pairs in an image of database. Buid type-i subgraph
if the pair satisfies type-i constraints. After examining,
they find the maximum complete subgraph for each type-i
graph. The number of objects in maximum complete
subgraph is the similarity of the query image and the
images of database.

LCS, and the corresponding similarity evaluation progress
are introduced in section 4. In section 5, we present a
demonstration system, a visualized retrieval system,
implemented by 2D BE-string and modified LCS algorithm.
Finally, the concluding remarks and the future works are
given in the last section.

The space and time complexity to examine all spatial
relationship pairs requires O(n2),where n is the number of
object in an image. And finding maximum complete
subgraph is an NP-complete problem [18.]. It is a time
consuming work. It is not suitable for large number of icon
objects in an image.

2. Related works
Chang et al. [2.] proposed an approach, called ‘2-D
Strings’, to represent the spatial information in a picture or
image. The 2-D Strings use a symbolic projection of a
picture along x- and y-axis. They define two sets of
symbol, V and A. Each symbol in V presents an icon object
in an image. A is a set of spatial operators contains (‘=’,
‘4, ‘:’). A 2D string over V and A is defined by (U, v) =
( X I Y I X ~ Y...Y
~ n-ixn. x p ( i g i x p ( 2 ~ ~ 1.Zn-/Xp(nJ)r
..
where ~ 1 x 2 . ..x n is
~ . ~1-D string
I-D string over V, yly2...yn.1 and Z ~ Z ~ . . . Zare
over A, Xp(/,xp(2) ...Xp(nJ is a permutation of x I x 2...xn.

3. The Spatial Representation Model using
2D Bmtring
There are many approaches were proposed to represent an
icon in an image. Such as MBR (Minimum Bounding
Rectangle) [3.,7.,8.,10.], MBE (Minimum Bounding
Ellipse), MBC (Minimum Bounding Circle) [ 13.1, etc.

The 2D G-string [3.], a variant of 2-D Strings, extends the
spatial relationships into two sets of spatial operators: RI
and R,, and cuts all the objects along their MBR
boundaries. The set R, defines local spatial relationships,
that’s the projection of two objects is partial overlap. The
set R, defines global spatial relationships, means that the
projection of two objects either disjoin or adjoin or
located at the same position. 2D G-string unifies the
spatial relationship between two cut objects. Only those
operators in set R, are enough to specify the relationship
between two cut objects.

3.1 The model of 2D Bestring
The approach used in 2D BE-string is MBR too.
Conceptually, it is similar with 2D B-string. They present
an object by its MBR boundaries and need nothing to be
cut. However, 2D Bestring adopts a quite different idea to
state the spatial relationship between two boundary
symbols. 2D B-string uses a spatial operator (=) to
describe the projection of two boundaries is IDENTICAL.
In 2D BE-string, we use a dummy object to describe the
projection of two boundaries is DISTINCT!

The 2D C-string [7., 10.1, another variant of 2-D Strings,
proposes an approach to minimize the number of cutting
objects. The 2D C-string leaves the leading object as a
whole. It imporves the problem that there are superfluous
cutting objects were generated at 2D G-string cutting
progress. But there will be O(n2) cutting objects in the
worst case.

We define a ‘Dummy Object’ as following:

A ‘Dummy Object’ is not a real object in original
image. It can be specified as any size of space and be
memorized as symbol ‘E’.
Then the 2D &-string can be defined as

Therefore, The 2D B-string [8.] drops the cutting process,
instead, represents an object by two symbols. One stands
the begin boundary of that object, another one for the end.
2D B-string also reduces the spatial relationships to single
operator ‘=’. It means that two objects have the same
boundary projection if ‘=’ is appeared.

(U,

V) = ( d l ~ l d l X 2 d 2 . . . d n - I X n d n t d1~~1d1~2d2...d,-lynd,).

Where d, is a dummy object E or a null string, i = 0,
1 , ... n, and x, and y, are real icon objects, they are
either begin or end projected boundaries on x- and
y-axis, respectively, i = I , 2, ... n. To determine d,, we
need to know the maximum size of an image, say X,,,,,,
and Y,,,, for x- and y-axis respectively. Set do to E if
there is a space between the begin boundary of the
leftmost (bottommost) object and the left (bottom) edge
of image. Similarly, set d, to E if there is an interval
between the end boundary of the rightmost (topmost)
object and the right (top) edge of image. For the rest,

The basic similarity retrieval and evaluation idea in 2-D
Strings l2.1, 2D G-string [3.], 2D C-string [7.] and 2D
B-string [8.] are the same. First, they always define three
type of similarity, type-i (i = 0, 1, 2). Each is constricted
by some conditions. Type-1 is stricter then type-0, type-2
is stricter then type-1. Second, they examine all spatial
relationship pairs between any two objects in query image
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set d, to E if the boundary projections of x; and
and )‘;+,)are different.

(y;

The 2D BE-string, for example, is written as (U, v) =
(EA,,EB,,EA,C~FC,CB,F,
EBI,EA~EB,C~C,EA,E).
The dummy
object cl,) was set to E because there is a space before begin
boundary of object A on x-axis. The dummy object d h was
set to E too because there is a space left behind object B on
x-axis. But the dummy object d3 was set to null string
because the end boundary of object A and the begin
boundary of object C are projected at the same location on
x-axis. Similar case is appeared for the end boundary of
object B and the begin boundary of object C o n y-axis.
Observably, the 2D BE-string has following
advantages:
First, object location in original image and
symbolic picture was mapped directly. There is no

picture represented by 2D BE-string, we have abstracted
all objects and their MBR coordinates from that image.
Then call algorithm Convert-2D-Be-String showed in
Algorithm I , to transform an original image to a symbolic
picture. Lines 1-12 explain the meaning of variables used
in input parameters and converting process. Lines 14-19
sort the input data by key coordinate and object identifier
in ascending order for x- and y-axis separately. Lines
21-32 construct the 2D Bestring on x-axis, and lines
34-45 construct the 2D BE-string on y-axis.
The
time
complexity
for
algorithm
Convert3D-Be-String depends on the sorting algorithm
at line 19. Time complexity on loops in line 14-18, 24-30
and 37-43 are O(n), and never exceed the sorting
algorithm. Ignore the sorting algorithm, the space
complexity is O(n)too.
Algorithm 1 to construct a symbolic picture:
Convert-2D-Be-String (n, C, xh, IL.,Yh, Ye, xu, y,d
/I n number of objects in an image
1.
I/ C ...object symbols in image, C={CI,cz,
c.)
2.
// Xh begin boundaries O n X-axis, Xh=(Xhl, Xhz,
Xhn)
3.
/I X, end boundaries on x-axis, &={&I, xrz,
xrn)
4.
/I Yh ...begin boundaries O n y-axis, Yh=(yhl, yhz, ...,yhn}
5.
/I Y, ...end boundaries on y-axis, Y.=(y.i, yrz,
yen)
6.
11 xmX maximum coordinate on x-axis
7.
/I y.,
...maximum coordinate on y-axis
8.
/I Xk 2D BE-string on x-axis,
9.
X ~ = ( V , , X ~ V Ivn.lxnvn),
X ~ V ~ where vi=dummy object E
or null string, i d,1, ..., n; X F C h I or c.1, identifies the
projection of beging boundary or end boundary of
object CI on x-axis, i =1, 2,
n
I1 Yk ...2D Bestring on y-axis,
10.
Yh.={VeylV,y2VZ v”.ly”v”), where VI= dummy object E
or null string, i d,1,
n; YI=Chl or C.I. identifies the
projection of beging boundary or end boundary of
n
object CI on y-axis, i =I, 2,
I1 S...a sort work for x-axis, S=(SII s~=xh~ci
or XIICI, i=l,
11.
2, ..., 2n)
I1 T...a sort work for y-axis, T=(tl I ti=yhlcl or y&, i=l,
12.
2,
2n)
/I Combine MBR coordinate and object identifier as a
13.
key, sort the input data by ascending order
for i=1 to n
14.
Si-XhiCl
15.
16.
Si+n-x,iCl
17.
tl+yhlCl
18.
ti+”+Y.ICI
Sorting S and T by ascending order
19.
I1 Construct 2D BE-string on x-axis
20
I1 Initilized by a null string
&et’’
21
/I Insert E at the leftmost?
if Xh of s l f o then
22
Xhd-E
23
for i = l to 211-1
24
if type of x in si is Xh then // convert coordinate to
25
Xhe,cXhrChl
I! boundary symbol
26
/I type of x in SI is x,
else
27
28
Xk,tXheCri
if x of slfx of si+] then
29
30
XkCXhrE
/I Insert E a t the rigbtmost?
if x. of sznfxmXthen
31

...
...

...,

...

...

...

...

...,

...

Figure 1 : An image with three ob.jects

...,

...,

operator required for representing spatial relationship
between objects. I t is intuitively.
Second, because it does not need to cut the objects
of image. It simplifys the construction of image
database. And the space complexity for an image with n
objects in the worst and best case is O(n). For the worst
case, all boundary projections are distinct and there is a
space left in the leftmost, bottommost, rightmost and
topmost of an image, it requires 4n+l symboles. By
constrast, the best case, all boundary projections are
identical and exactly tit in an image, it requires 2n+l
symboles only.

...,

Third, i t simplifys the similarity retrieval because
there is no combining the results of spatial reasoning
required.

3.2 Algorithm for constructing a symbolic picture
By default, before converting an image to a symbolic
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The intention for finding a LCS string and finding a
maximum complete subgraph between two images is
similar. They are used to measure a similarity. But the
time complexity of LCS algorithm is O(mn), where m, n
are the number of objects in query image and database
image respectively. The complexity only depends on the
length of 2D Bestring in query image and database image.
It is not necessary to examine all the spatial relationships
for every two objects. Because “The LCS string implies
that, in query image and database image, all the spatial
relationships of every two objects in LCS string are the
same.” So, the similarity can be evaluated in a reasonable
time.

xhe+xh&

11 Construct 2D BE-string on y-axis
Yk+“
if yh of tlfo then
//Insert E at the
bottommost?
YhpE
for i=l to 2n-1
if type of y in ti is yh then // convert corrdinate to
/I boundary symbol
Yhe+YheChI
//type of y in ti is ye
else
Yhe,‘YhrCeI
if y of tt#y of thl then
YhetYhrE
if ye of t d y m x then
11 Insert E at the topmost?
YW-YkE
return Xhe, Yht.

While building an image database of 2D BE-string, we
only require to call algorithm Convert-2D-Be-Stringwith
the MBR coordinates and object identifiers for each image,
and save the results, the 2D BE-string, to database.
Because the 2D Bestring is an order data, if we save the
2D Bestring with their MBR coordinates, we can easy
find the location to be inserted for a new object and its
MBR boundaries using binary search with key MBR
coordinates and identifier of the new object. It is easy to
determine whether insert a dummy object around this new
object boundary or not. When we want to drop an object
from a 2D BE-string symbolic image, we search the
dropping object sequentially, delete it directly and
eliminate the redundant dummy object if it was found.
Image similarity retrieval and evaluation

4.1 Algorithms of similarity retrieval
In this paper, we propose an algorithm to find a longest
common subsequence length from two 2D Bestrings. This
algorithm is shown as follows and named as
2D-Be-LCS-Length. This algorithm is modified from
LCS algorithm in [ 5 . ] . There are two factors to revise the
original LCS algorithm. The first one is, we avoid LCS
from picking dummy objects continuously, because only
one dummy object sufficiently represents the relative
spatial relationship between two boundary symbols. The
if-statement in line 21 does this evaluation. The second is,
we omit the LCS paths recording matrix in original LCS
algorithm by evaluating left and up paths first, line 16-19
show this, and evaluating left-up diagonal path next, as
showed in line 23-24. The LCS path still can be inferred
from the matrix record the LCS length.

4. Assessment of Similarity
In section 2, we discuss the symbolic image construction
and the assessment of similarity using 2D B-String. In
order to decide which type, Type-0, Type-] or Type-2, of
similarity it belongs to, it is necessary to record all spatial
relationship for every two objects in database image.
However, this assessment does not consider the situation
that only partial of query objects are exist in a database
image. Moreover, the similarity assessment of Type-0,
Type-I and Type-2 is based on finding maximum
complete subgraph. It is rather time-consumed to find a
maximum complete subgraph from C;l spatial

Algorithm 2D-Be-LCS-Length takes two 2D Bestrings,
Q and D,as input parameters, one for query image and the
other one for database image. The 2D BE-string of a query
image with m objects along, each dimension has 2m
boundary symbols and at most 2m+l dummy objects. The
maximum length of 2D Bestring in each dimension is
2n2+(2n2+1), that is, 4m+l. With the same derivation. the
maximum length of 2D Bestring of a database image with
n objects is 4n+l. The LCS length inferring table W needs
( 1 +(4m+l))( 1 +(4n+l)) storage units; therefore, the space
complexity is O(mn).

relationships of m objects in query image and C i spatial
relationships of n objects in database image.
In this paper, we also use the number of spatial
relationships, formed by every two objects and appeared
in query image and database image at the same time, as the
similarity assesment. But, we do not find a maximum
complete subgraph; instead, we find a longest common
subsequence (LCS) [ 5 . ] between two 2D Bestrings. And
evaluate this LCS string with respect to 2D BE-strings of
query image and databade image.

The initialization of first row and first column in LCS
length inferring table W, as showed in line 7-8 and 10-1 1
of algorithm as follows, each string symbol must be set
once. They will be executed 4m+l and 4n+2 times,
respectively. The outer loop, in line 13, examines each
row of W 4m+l times. The inner loop, in lines 14-26,
examines each cell of W (4m+l)*(4n+l) times. Thus, the
time complexity is 0((4m+l)+(4n+2)+(4m+l)*(4n+l)),
same as O(mn).
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We also give a recursive procedure to print a longest
common subsequence string of two 2D Bestrings. This
algorithm is showed in algorithm 3. The initial invocation
is Print-2D-Be-LCS (Q, W, lengfh(Q), lengfh(D)). From
the last cell of LCS inferring table W, this procedure
decreases i andlorj along the directions left andor up in
each recursive call, until either i o r j reaches zero. Then all
symbols of LCS string are printed out in the proper,
forward order.

boundary symbol or dummy object doesn't belong to a
symbol of LCS string. We ignore this symbol and
continuously induce along up direction, as lines 5-6. On
the other hand, if they are not the same, we need to
compare current cell's LCS string length with left cell's
length. If they are the same, the LCS is induced from left
direction. With the same reason as preceding case, we also
ignore this symbol and continuously induce along left
direction, as lines 7-8. If the LCS is not .from up nor left
direction, it must be induced from left-up diagonal
direction. The current cell associated boundary symbol or
dummy object must be part of LCS string. After
processing all cells on the lefthp direction recursively, we
print out this symbol, as lines 9- 1 1.

Algorithm 2 to find LCS length from two strings:

1.
2.
3.

2D-Be-LCS-Length (Q, D)
mtlength(Q)
ntlength(D)
// Q is a 2D Bestring of query image, Q = (qi I qi E [dummy
object E or the boundary symbols of objects in query
m).
image), i = 1,2,
// D is a 2D Be-string of database image, D = (dj I d j E (dummy
object E o r the boundary symbols of objects in query
image), j = 1,2, ..., n).
// LCS length is inferred in table W, W = (wid I 'wid1 is the LCS
length of string qi,..., qi and d l ,...,dj. If the last symbol of
LCS string is dummy object E then wid < 0 else w;&2 0,
wherei = 0, 1,2, ..., m , j =0, 1 , 2 ,
n).
// Initilize the first column of inferring table W by zeros.
for i t 1 t o m do

Algorithm 3 to print LCS string of two 2D BE-strings:

...,

4.

5.

Print-2D-Be-LCS (Q, W, i, j )
// Q is a 2D Be-string of query image, Q = [qi I qi €[dummy
object E o r the boundary symhols of objects in query
image), i = 1, 2, ..., m).
2. // W is the LCS length inferring table of two 2D Be-strings,
and induced from algorithm in Error! Reference source not
found..
3. if i = 0 o r j = 0 then
4.
return
if Iw.'J.I 5.
- Iwi-ljl then
6.
Print-ZD-Be-LCS(Q, W, i-1, j )
7.
else if Iwijl= Iwij-11 then
8.
Print-2D-Be-LCS(Q,W, i, j-1)
9. else
10.
Print-2D-Be-LCS(Q,W, i-1, j-1)
11.
printqi
12. return

1.

....

6.
7.
8.
Wi.S~O
9. // Initilize the first row of inferring table W by zeros.
10. for j-0 to n do
11.
Wlp-0
12. // From row 1 column 1, infer each cell, row hy row and
column by column, until every cell has heen evaluated.
13. for i = 1 to m do
for j = 1 t o n do
14.
15. // Set current cell value to the value of left or up cell which
has maximum absolute value.
16.
if lw1.1~1
L Iwi~.llthen
17.
WIJtWl-IJ
18.
else
19.
WlJ-wiJ.1
20. //Then check whether the symbol qi, dj are the same and a t
least one of qi and the last symbol of LCS path from
left-up diagnoal is not dummy object.
21.
if (qi = dj) and ((qi # E ) or (wi.1d.1 2 0))then
22. //If all are hold, then check whether follow the path from
left-up diagnoal.
23.
if (lw,.lJ.Il +I) > lwiJI then
24.
W,J+IWi.1J.,l
+1
25.
if qi = E then
26.
wlj+-wiJ
27. return W

5. Conclusions and Future works
A spatial representation model is proposed, called 2D

BE-string spatial representation model. This modcl does
not need to cut any icon object in an image. instead an
object is represented by its MBR boundaries. I t depicts the
spatial relationship between two boundary symbols by
apply a 'dummy object'. Thus, it can intuitively rcprcsent
the spatial relationship in an image. In addition, the 2D
BE-string is form by the object boundaries directly; thus,
an image with ti objects only needs storage units betwccn
2t? and 4n+1 in each dimension. That is, the space
complexity of 2D BE-string is O ( n ) .
We
also
introduce
an
algorithm,
named
Convert-2D-Be-String, to convert an image with MBR
coordinate data into a symbolic image presented by 2D
BE-string. The space and time complexity of this algorithm
is O(r1)when it does not consider the sort requirement.

Due to the revision of finding a longest common
subsequence length from two 2D Bestrings before
printing LCS string symbol, we need to compare the LCS
string length of current cell with the string length of up one.
It certainly implies that LCS path is induced from up
direction if they are the same. The corresponding

We also present a similarity retrieval algorithm, named
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Virage Image Search Engin: An Open Framework for
Image Management”, SPIE, 2670,1996.
En-Hui Liang, Sheau-Chuang Wu, “Similarity
112.1
retrieval of image database based on decomposed
objects” , Graduate Institute of Information
Management, Tamkang University, 1996
En-Hui Liang, Duen-Liue Mou, “A method of
113.1
computing spatial similarity between images”,
Graduate Institute of Information Management,
Tamkang University, 1997
B. C. Chien, “The Reasoning of Rotation and
114.1
Reflection in Spatial Database”, Systems, Man, and
Cybernetics, 1998.. 1998 IEEE International
Conference, Vol. 2, 1998, pp. 1582-1 586.
~5.1
Xiaobo Li and Xiaoqing Qu “Matching
Spatial Relations Using DB-tree for Image Retrieval”,
Pattern Recognition, 1998., Proceedings. Fourteenth
International Conference, Vol. 2, 1998, pp.
1230-1234.
116.1
En-Hui Liang, Guo-Jang You, “Similarity
retrieval using String Matching in Image Database
Systems”, Graduate Institute of Information
Management, Tamkang University, 1999
E J. Hsu, S . Y. Lee and B. S . Lin, “2D C-Tree
~7.1
Spatial Representation for Iconic Image”, Journal of
Visual Languages & Computing, Vol. 10, No. 2, Apr
1999, pp. 147-164
Michael Sipser, “Introcuction to the Theory of
i18.1
Computation”, PWS Publishing Company, 1997, pp.
245 -253.

2D-Be-LCS-Length, which is modified from LCS
algorithm for the 2D BE-string representation model. All
the space and time complexities of our proposed algorithm
are O(mn),where m is the number of icon objects in query
image and n is the number of object icons in the image
database.
Moreover, we also provide an evaluation process, this
process can evaluate all similarity no matter how the
matched LCS string whether appears all query objects or
not, or whether appears all spatial relationships or not. For
the similarity retrieval of rotation and reflection, our
approaches only need to reverse the string then apply the
similarity retrieval and evaluation metioned above. This
process does not need any conversion of spatial operators.
It is more efficient and much easier then before.
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